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Here Christian makes a point, that there were TWO co-chairs, and yet when I was pushed out, Alec replaced both of us and didn’t even bother telling 
Christian Killkkaa. No wonder he stopped going. We where humiliated and treated like we didn’t exist. Please note the post on January 29th, 2014 from 
Alec and Christian’s response below. All of this is preserved in evidence, which Alec tried to force me to hand over. Glad I didn’t succumb to his 
pressures to hand him all the evidence of these actions. ALL of what I have said is detailed in this yahoo group blog. 

Why did Alec just get to remove us both and replace without discussion? Where in the CAG handbook is that allowed? I also showed you the emails 
from Richard Brandlin who agreed these behaviors were not okay. When we complained to DTSC, no one helped us. I know for a fact that Christian 
wrote to Marina requesting facilitation because it had become an “unsafe” environment. Why were our pleas to DTSC repeatedly ignored??? When I 
called and called and called Sacramento, whether people at I Street or the CalCenter Drive people, the policy was always to ignore until we went away. 
I’ve been doing this for 15 years and the pattern is always the same, “shelter in place” means something entirely differently at DTSC than it does in 
regular safety measures.
Christina Walsh still waiting the PRA request to be responded to responsibly and honestly and I will be submitting a new request as a result of the 
lacking response I have received from the PRA people.

We know from the email from Linda Adams, that the message of shutting us down, comes from the top, and enables the entire agency to squander their 
responsibility to the public, which is supposed to be their purpose.
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